The qualitative-quantitative schism in marketing research Wallace. 1963) ,. and. to. estimate. the. probability. that. a. newly. discovered. poem. was. written. by. Shakespeare. (Thisted.&.Efron.1987) .
Continuous.progress.in.computer.hardware.architecture.and.in.software. algorithms. has. strongly. improved. the. speed. and. applicability. of. data. analysis .. Nevertheless,. it. is. still. a. tedious. and. time-consuming. task. to. quantify. qualitative. data. (Catterall. &. Maclaran. 1998) work, . and. presume. that. plurals. and. other. variants. of. a. word. can. be. conflated.by.a.single.term:.before.the.final.analysis.can.begin, .the.analyst. will.also.need.to.discard.95%.or.more.of.the.text.body's.words.because. they.are.of.no.relevance.to.the.problem.under.scrutiny ..Adverbs, .adjectives, . articles, .conjunctions, .pronouns.and.prepositions.(e .g ..today, .many, .a, .the, . and, .he, .in Chakrapani.(1995) ,. Moore.et al..(1995 ).and. Belisle.(1996 .
Quantitative analysis of depth interviews with managers
In. Tollin. and. Jones. (2009) Figure. 1a .. Figure. 1b.very.much. resembles. Figure. 1a ..However,.there.are.some.differences .. Figure. 1a.is.a. Word.document,.whereas. Figure.1b 
Figure 1a
Ten quotes appearing in Tollin & Johnes (2009) [1] We experience that we become demanded if we are able to create value in the areas where we act. Because we are a support function, it is not us who decide so we must be able to document our results.
[2] We have a shareholder oriented policy that says that the best protection we can have is a high share value. So we are very focused on this share value. And the consequence of this is that we must continually create value. And value for us is having robust key figures.
[3] The relevant business unit decides that they would like to develop a proposition to a new segment. That is they will identify the range of factors that are relevant for that segment. What does the new segment demand. Do we have to alter our some things in our contact structure, do we change our products because these are more relevant All these things are given to us. How we communicate this to people: should we write this with large text, or not. And how should one reflect over these things: such projects are our responsibility.
[4] I work really hard with finding a strategy to extend the life-cycle for one of our main products. My other task area concerns bringing marketing input to product development. Its a big cultural difference. Earlier, R&D handed over the products to us. Sell this. I want to change this. We have a strong line organization in our company. People are not used to working cross-functionally. Life cycle management is all about this. Its about all sharing the same information.
[5] Product development and distribution are not marketing tasks, but they contribute to creating a brand. The service concepts of our branch offices are not a marketing task. Our task is to secure power, control over the brand in all those situations where our brand is experienced.
[6] Our primary task is to grow brands. To develop our brands. You have to differentiate and you have to satisfy the trade. Industry is changing. The food chains are starting to sell our products and most products are the same. If you are to differentiate it is important to give the consumer some unique presentation and to stay one step ahead of competition.
[7] Our global strategy is all about generating growth. The focus has moved from profitability to growth. Another thing is that the market is changing rapidly. We must prepare ourselves by creating scenarios. Public relations is a new field of competence that we have been building up lately. Its actually a very recent development. The result of our scenario process, which predicted the emergence of a major new field: preventive health care.
[8] Our problem is that we are very constrained. We are not allowed to say that calcium strengthen your bones. Another aspect is that the consumers cant really see differences between alternatives. Thus, for us the core issue is to build up trust. This is not something we do alone. We are very much dependent on journalists and doctors. A large part of my job concerns getting some documentation on our products.
[9] Marketing has previously been very much sales oriented, but now it is becoming more marketing predominated. Traditionally we focused on the compounds, but today we are a lot more focused on the customers, not just the doctors. The consumers. We really believe in consumer input for product development. It is a very big focus for us and I think it is extremely exciting and we are making huge changes in integrating consumers in our marketing and product development.
[10] Our business foundation builds upon continual product development and innovation. Only by being at the forefront of technological development can we meet our customers needs for IT-implementation. We show the customer which way we see trends going. We give them some inspiration to try and transform them and say how they can use the technology in their organisation. And so together with them design some solution. We give them ideas to how they can develop and how they can develop their business from a technological point of view. Figure 1a after a con ating procedure has been performed [1] We experience that we become demand if we are able to create value in the areas where we act. Because we are a support function, it is not us who decide so we must be able to documentation our results.
Figure 1b
[2] We have a shareholder oriented policy that says that the best protection we can have is a high share value. So we are very focus on this share value. And the consequence of this is that we must continually create value. And value for us is having robust key figures.
[3] The relevant business unit decide that they would like to development a proposition to a new segment. That is they will identify the range of factors that are relevant for that segment. What does the new segment demand. Do we have to alter our some things in our contact structure, do we change our product because these are more relevant All these things are given to us. How we communicate this to people: should we write this with large text, or not. And how should one reflect over these things: such projects are our responsibility.
[4] I work really hard with finding a strategy to extend the life-cycle for one of our main product. My other task area concerns bringing marketing input to product development. Its a big cultural difference. Earlier, R&D handed over the product to us. Sell this. I want to change this. We have a strong line organization in our company. People are not used to working cross-function. Life cycle management is all about this. Its about all sharing the same information.
[5] Product development and distribution are not marketing task, but they contribute to create a brands. The service concepts of our branch offices are not a marketing task. Our task is to secure power, control over the brands in all those situations where our brands is experience.
[6] Our primary task is to grow brands. To development our brands. You have to differentiate and you have to satisfy the trade. Industry is change. The food chains are starting to sell our product and most product are the same. If you are to differentiate it is important to give the consumers some unique presentation and to stay one step ahead of competition.
[7] Our global strategy is all about generating growth. The focus has moved from profitability to growth. Another thing is that the market is change rapidly. We must prepare ourselves by create scenarios. Public relations is a new field of competence that we have been building up lately. Its actually a very recent development. The results of our scenario process, which predicted the emergence of a major new field: preventive health care.
[8] Our problem is that we are very constrained. We are not allowed to say that calcium strengthen your bones. Another aspect is that the consumers cant really see difference between alternatives. Thus, for us the core issue is to build up trust. This is not something we do alone. We are very much dependent on journalists and doctors. A large part of my job concerns getting some documentation on our product.
[9] Marketing has previously been very much sales oriented, but now it is becoming more marketing predominated. Traditionally we focus on the compounds, but today we are a lot more focus on the consumers, not just the doctors. The consumers. We really believe in consumers input for product development. It is a very big focus for us and I think it is extremely exciting and we are making huge change in integrating consumers in our marketing and product development.
[10] Our business foundation builds upon continual product development and innovation. Only by being at the forefront of technology development can we meet our consumers needs for IT implementation. We show the consumers which way we see trends going. We give them some inspiration to try and transform them and say how they can use the technology in their organization. And so together with them design some solution. We give them ideas to how they can development and how they can development their business from a technology point of view. [9]
[8]
[7]
[6]
[5]
[4]
[3]
[2]
[1] /ID  ID1  ID2  ID3  ID4  ID5  ID6  ID7  ID8  ID9 ID10 Sum T   development  F  F  T  T  T  T  T  F  T  T  7 product
Sum T 2 3 7 5 6 6 5 2 6 5 47
Note: The keyword 'development' is coded 7 times as T (true) in the first row, whereas the same word has a frequency of 11 in Figure 1c (see also Figure 2 ). If the same manager mentions a keyword more than once then it still is coded only as one incident of T. In Figure 2 every Note: The two numbers succeeding a keyword refer to 1. Number of network connections and 2. Number of connections/frequency of keyword according to Table 3 (see below) . For instance 'Development' has 10 lines connecting it to other keywords in the net and its frequency ( Table. 2) . Figure. 3.reveals.several.interesting.findings,.as.follows .
•. The.strongest.link.in.the.net.is.the.'development'-'product'-'change'. triangle ..We.think.this.makes.good.sense .
•. 'Consumers'.links.to.these.same.three.keywords.and.to.no.other.word .
•. 'Marketing'. also. links. to. the. three. words,. but. interestingly. not. to.
'Consumers'. (they. only. appear. once. together. in. the. same. column. of. Keyword/ID  ID1  ID2  ID3  ID4  ID5  ID6  ID7  ID8  ID9 In. Figure.4 Marketing', . 'focus', . 'development', . 'create', . 'change'.and.'product'.are.more.or.less.associated.with.each.other, .whereas. 'task'.and.'consumers'.appear.to.be.less.linked.to.these.keywords . The. reader. may. wonder. how. Figure. 4. fits. with. Figure. 3 .. In. Figure. 3, . 'task'.links.to.five.and.'consumers'.to.three.other.keywords ..Note, .though, . that.'product'.links.to.'consumers'.in.Figure.3, .and.simultaneously.the.two. words.are.placed.relatively.close.to.each.other.in.Figure.4 ..Moreover, .'task'. links.to.'development'.in.Figure.3, .and.in.Figure.4.'development'.next.to. 'focus'. is. placed. closest. to. 'task' .. Another. relevant. question. is. to. what. degree.Figure.4 .fits.with. Figure. 2 ..Recall.that. Figure.2 Coupon, competition, win, gift Frustrating, irritating, difficult, confusing, odd, system, systematic, classify, group, categories, simple, orderly, well planned
• Females used 16 different references to family relations (daughter, cousin, parents, father-in-law, grandmother, etc.) (Segall.et al..1966,.p ..43) 
